A flattening filter free photon treatment concept evaluation with Monte Carlo.
In principle, the concept of flat initial radiation-dose distribution across the beam is unnecessary for intensity modulated radiation therapy. Dynamic leaf positioning during irradiation could appropriately adjust the fluence distribution of an unflattened beam that is peaked in the center and deliver the desired uniform or nonuniform dose distribution. Removing the flattening filter could lead to reduced treatment time through higher dose rates and reduced scatter, because there would be substantially less material in the beam; and possibly other dosimetric and clinical advantages. This work aims to evaluate the properties of a flattening filter free clinical accelerator and to investigate its possible advantages in clinical intensity modulated radiation therapy applications by simulating a Varian 2100-based treatment delivery system with Monte Carlo techniques. Several depth-dose curves and lateral dose distribution profiles have been created for various field sizes, with and without the flattening filter. Data computed with this model were used to evaluate the overall quality of such a system in terms of changes in dose rate, photon and electron fluence, and reduction in out-of-field stray dose from the scattered components and were compared to the corresponding data for a standard treatment head with a flattening filter. The results of the simulations of the flattening filter free system show that a substantial increase in dose rate can be achieved, which would reduce the beam on time and decrease the out-of-field dose for patients due to reduced head-leakage dose. Also close to the treatment field edge, a significant improvement in out-of-field dose could be observed for small fields, which can be attributed to the change in the photon spectra, when the flattening filter is removed from the beamline.